Stock Holograms

Many clients need Holograms immediately. Many also need limited quantities which does not permit
them to order customized Holograms
We have excellent solutions for such requirements. Instant Holograms.
We offer our clients numerous generic pattern Holograms such as Genuine, Original, O K Tested, No.1
Quality, Export Quality, Best Quality and several others like patterns for low budget investment , where in
there is no requirement to invest on Hologram Master, various Sizes & Shape available. We provide these
Holograms in various dimensions and sizes as per the requirement of our clients.
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Tamper evident, serial numbered holograms in stock patterns for use as product authenticity
identification or as a security hologram seal. Using a stock security hologram label with serial numbers
and tamper evident construction is the perfect low cost alternative to custom hologram printing. Next Day
Shipping on all hologram labels or seals!

Stock Holograms are used by Companies who need an instant Holographic solution or who would like to
incur the one time Hologram development costs aftermarket trials. Weoffers a range of stock holograms,
which can be custom-printed with the Company name, logo, serial number; other customization features.
We are recognized as one of the eminent Stock Hologram Manufacturers in the national and international
markets. Using optimum quality raw materials, we develop Stock Hologram that is ideally designed to
render protection against counterfeiting. We offer Stock Hologram at the market's leading price.
Features:
Readily Available Range (In Picture Above)
1) Original Original
2) Original Genuine
3) Original Genuine(Dot Matrix)
4) No 1 Quality
5) Genuine Secure
6) Valid
General design hologram stickers have word such as 'ORIGINAL', 'AUTHENTIC', 'VALID',
'GENUINE', 'SECURITY' on stickers. Everybody can buy these stickers. Because they are general
design, so it doesn't charge holographic master fee when you buy these general design hologram stickers.
The base color of material can be silver, golden, blue, red and 8 other colors. The thickness of Aluminum
PET film (sticker raw material) can be 24 micron, 36 micron or 50 micron. These stickers can be tamper
evident, tamper evident pattern released ('VOID', 'Bee Hive, 'Honey Comb'), or red or black overprinting
released. All of these general design hologram stickers can have transparent continuous serial (running)
numbers on engraved. Some of them can be printed on overprinting continuous serial (running) numbers.
No minimum quantities. Available in all passed, quality checked, export quality, best quality etc. We
supply variety of instant holograms, instant transparent holograms, holograms stickers, holograms
labels, advanced hologram, hot stamping holograms, holographic tapes, holographic strips etc.
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We are offering to our valued customers a fine range of Instant Holograms. Made using superior
quality raw material, these holograms are available off the shelf and can be supplied in any quantities
as required - 100 holograms or 1 million holograms. We can supply within 24 hours.
The Instant security holograms available off the shelf, and can be supplied in any quantities as required 100 holograms or 1 million holograms. The Instant holograms make Origination Charges a thing of the
past! The Best Part of Instant Holograms is :
· No Origination Charges
· No Minimum Quantities
· No Lead Time
As an additional security feature, we can make customized Instant Holograms with Variable Information.
As the name suggests they are ready stock holograms and such Holograms can be supplied within 24
hours. These Holograms are ideally suitable for:
· Entry Tickets to Events
· Gift Vouchers
· Promotion
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